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Abstract

The current study aimed at investigating the effect of digital graphic organizers in teaching vocabulary for primary stage pupils and their motivation. The study adopted a quasi-experimental design (experimental). Also, it included one independent variable which was digital graphic organizers and two dependent variables which were developing EFL vocabulary and developing their motivation. The sample of the study consisted of a group of (N=30) from the sixth grade primary pupils. The researcher taught them by using digital graphic organizers. The following instruments were used to achieve the questions of the study: A diagnostic test to measure the level of weakness of the pupils in learning vocabulary, a pre-posttest in vocabulary and a motivation scale. The t-test is used to determine the statistical differences of the mean score of the group before and after the experiment. The current study indicated the positive effectiveness of using digital graphic organizers on teaching EFL Vocabulary and the motivation for primary sixth grade pupils. The study reached to the positive method “digital graphic organizers”. It facilitated the teaching of EFL vocabulary for pupils, and encouraged English supervisors and teachers to use the current strategy in teaching that makes pupils share and activate their thinking and abilities. It helped pupils to pay their attentions with teachers because the teaching through new methods as digital graphic organizers is very interesting, and trains English teachers to use digital graphic organizers in their teaching. It makes teachers use new methods, which reduce teachers’ efforts, make them
guiders for pupils and make pupils participants in the class and adapt digital graphic organizers in teaching the units in all educational stages.
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**Introduction**

English is one of languages in the world that has an important role in communication. It has become international language and is almost used in all part of life, especially in education which is used as one of compulsory subjects taught in some education institutes. The goal of learning English in education institutes is to develop students’ communication competence and improve their skills both in spoken and written forms. English learning involves the four language skills; they are listening, speaking, reading and writing. These four language skills are supported by four aspects such as grammar, vocabulary, spelling and pronunciation which are also learned in English learning process. English that has different structure from Arabic language makes students have difficulties in learning English. Most learners are still confused when they want to use words to express their thought and feeling. Thus, it is necessary for learners to learn vocabulary.

(Thornbury, 2012, p.13) said, “Without grammar very little can be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed”. Vocabulary is the center in English learning process because vocabulary is part of other aspects and skills. Although students mastered in grammar aspect, we cannot say that they mastered in English if they have problems in vocabulary. “A large vocabulary improves achievement and students with larger vocabulary often score higher on achievement tests than students with smaller vocabularies” (Webber, 2012). Webber further adds that a large vocabulary improves thinking and communication by allowing students to communicate in precise, powerful, persuasive and interesting ways. Most students cannot master vocabulary because it is not an easy thing to learn. Mastery of vocabulary is difficult to achieve because the students have a limited ability in memorizing words. It is impossible for students in memorizing English words which have a thousand words. It is not an easy task for teachers to teach vocabulary because the limited ability of
students. So that it is needed to apply an appropriate strategy to teach vocabulary.

There are many strategies to teach vocabulary, but not all strategies can be applied. As a teacher, one has to notice the characteristics of the students, whether it is appropriate or not. In this research, the writer focuses on the grade six pupils of El Dawa primary school. The purpose was to help pupils to prepare their vocabulary before they were at the ninth grade for the national exam. However, during the vocabulary learning, there were some students which had difficulties in memorizing and understanding new words because they were only asked to write the words in their note. Since each student had different characteristic, some of them only wrote the words without organized their note. They also often made mistakes or errors spelling and writing words. Thus, the writer uses a strategy which is appropriate with the characteristics of the students. The study uses digital graphic organizers by which the students can understand the word easily. “Words are important to be learned because without words we would be unable to convey our thoughts through language or understand the thoughts of others”. (Framkin et al., 2011, p.36). Words can be learned in many ways, one of them is by using digital graphic organizers. Graphic organizers provide opportunity to students to explore more about words. Through digital graphic organizers they can learn words more specific.

Digital graphic organizers provide an opportunity to learn words wider. This strategy is so effective in improving pupils’ vocabulary and students active to explore a word. Pupils can use this strategy not only in the class, but also they can use it in home. Digital graphic organizers make pupils easier in learning and memorizing a word. This strategy has various concepts that can help students and teachers in learning a word. Besides, they can develop and categorize a word into some aspects; it depends on the topic and the purpose of the lesson. Digital graphic organizer generally consists of 5 columns or more, and has various concepts based on the function and purpose. Every concept has some contents; it depends on the purpose of the lesson. The contents can be synonym, antonym, meaning, part of
speech, picture, sentence, etc. Graphic organizers can be used in variety of learning situations for individual, small group, and whole class. There are some graphic organizers that can be used for students in learning vocabulary. Every graphic organizer has different function and purpose; it depends on the grade and the characteristics of the students.

Many educators have considered students’ motivation as an important factor for successful learning (Britner, 2008; Singh et al., 2005; Vedder-Weiss & Fortus, 2011, 2012, 2013). Although scholars have suggested many definitions of motivation in the literature, motivation is generally defined as “an internal state that arouses, directs, and sustains goal-oriented behavior” (Glynn et al., 2011, p. 1160). Motivation is affected by diverse factors. According to expectancy–value theory, two general sources of motivation are an individuals’ expectation of success and the value that they place on a goal. Over the past two decades, the expectancy–value theory of motivation has received considerable attention due to its significant role in assessing students’ motivation in learning and their academic performance. (Eccles, 2006, p. 206) developed a comprehensive theoretical model linking achievement-related choices to two types of beliefs: “the individual’s expectations for success and the importance or value the individual attaches to the various options perceived by the individual as available”.

Expectancy is individuals’ judgment of their own abilities. For example, students more concerned with expectancy in terms of their capabilities ask themselves the following question: “Can I solve this grammar problem?” A value is an individual’s belief about the importance of something or the reasons why they may engage in certain tasks. The expectancies and values of learners can be influenced by task-related beliefs such as perceptions of competence and individuals’ goals and self-efficacy along with their affective memories from various learning experiences in the past. Further, current expectancies and values play an important role in determining an individual’s choice, persistence, and achievement, how well they will do in the learning activity in the immediate or long term future, and the
extent to which they value the goal that they strive to achieve (Eccles, 2006).

**Context of the Problem**

As known that learning EFL vocabulary is very important for pupils to pass the exams. It was observed by the researcher during teaching to grade six at El Dawa primary school that some pupils have problems in memorizing and understanding the meaning of words. During the learning process, pupils have difficulties in defining a word when they are reading or writing a text. In comprehending a text, it is needed to have a lot of vocabularies. Not only memorizing and understanding as the problem, but also make errors spelling and writing words. The researcher decided to do a diagnostic test to be sure of the problem. This test included all the points that mentioned upwards. The test was given to pupils in two classes with different levels. The obtained results showed that the majority of the pupils have had problems in memorizing and understanding the meaning of words. Some pupils couldn’t even know the meaning of the questions.

Considering the importance of learning vocabulary, the researcher uses Digital graphic organizers to teach vocabulary. Digital graphic organizers help pupils to improve vocabulary by connecting a word to definition, synonym, antonym, picture, example, etc. Besides, digital graphic organizers also help pupils to organize their vocabulary note through interesting way. It also will help to develop the pupils’ motivation for learning English and vocabulary. In this research, the researcher wants to know how the digital graphic organizers strategy can improve pupils’ learning vocabulary and improve their motivation.

**Statement of the Problem**

The problem of the study showed on the pupils’ problem to know and the misunderstanding of the meaning of words. During the learning process, pupils have difficulties in defining a word when they are reading or writing a text, they also have a lack of motivation during learning English specially learning vocabulary. So the problem of the study stated to the major question:
What is the effect of using digital graphic organizers in teaching vocabulary for primary stage pupils and their motivation?

Questions of the Study
This major question of this study can be divided into the following sub-questions:

1. What is the effect of digital graphic organizers on teaching EFL vocabulary for primary stage pupils?
2. What is the effect of digital graphic organizers on pupils’ motivation?

Objectives of the Study
The study was intended to:

1. Identify the taught vocabulary in the target stage of the study.
2. Investigate the effect of digital graphic organizers on teaching vocabulary for primary stage pupils.
3. Investigate the effect of digital graphic organizers on pupils’ motivation.

Significances of the Study
The significance of the study sprang from the following:

1. Facilitating the teaching of the vocabulary for primary stage pupils.
2. Helping students to pay their attentions with teachers because the teaching through new methods as digital graphic organizers is very interesting.
3. Making teachers, use new methods, which reduce teachers’ efforts, make them guiders for pupils and make pupils participate in the classroom.
4. Making pupils interact with each other and with their teachers, and helps pupils on consolidation of information better than traditional methods.
5. Investigating the effect of using digital graphic organizers strategy in teaching vocabulary for primary stage pupils and their motivation.

Hypotheses of the Study
1. There is a statistically significant difference between the mean score of the study group in the pre post vocabulary test in favor of the post test.
2. There is a statistically significant difference between the mean score of the study group in the pre post motivation scale in favor of the post scale.

Delimitations of the Study
The current study was delimited to:
1. Participants of 30 pupils of sixth grade primary pupils in El Dawa primary schools in Beni Swef.
2. Ten lessons of the reading time, vocabulary learning lessons.
3. Using digital graphic organizers in teaching these lessons.

Methodology
Population
The population of the study consisted of 6th grade primary pupils at El Dawa primary schools in Beni Swef. Directorate enrolled in the second semester of the academic year (2019-2020).

Participants
The participants were randomly selected from El Dawa primary schools in Beni Swef. A group of 6th grade primary stage pupils. There was only one group (the study group).

Design of the Study
This study adopted a quasi-experimental design employing one group. The materials of the research have applied on the group pre and post the experiment. The researcher taught the group of the study by using digital graphic organizers strategy.

This design included the following variables:
1. Independent variable, which was used digital graphic organizers.
2. Dependent variables, which were teaching vocabulary for primary stage pupils and their motivation.

Instruments of the Study
1. A vocabulary pre-post -test to know the effect of the strategy on the pupils’ learning vocabulary.
2. A pre-post scale to measure the effect of the strategy on the motivation of the pupils.

Definition of Terms

1- Graphic Organizers:

Graphic organizers are visual portrayals or illustrations that depict relationships among the key concepts taken from the learning task (Hudson et al., 1993; Moore & Readence, 1984). Upon reviewing the varied references to graphic organizers, many researchers indicate that they are used to help organize ideas using a non-linear method, which does not require a specific sequence, for teaching and learning (Ausubel, 1960; Anderson-Inman & Ditson, 1998; Blankenship et al., 2005; Bruillard & Baron, 2000; Chiou, 2008; DiCecco & Gleason, 2002; Gerstner & Bogner, 2010; Hay, Kinchin, & Lygo-Baker, 2008; Kwon & Cifuentes, 2007; Meyer, 1995; Royer & Royer, 2004; Sturm & Rankin-Erickson, 2002). Graphic organizer is a tree diagram that consists of vocabulary related to one particular concept (Barron & Earle, 1969).

Graphic organizers have been used as a tool to assist learners with skills such as reading and text comprehension, teaching, and note-taking (Anderson-Inman & Ditson, 1998; Blankenship et al., 2005; Crooks et al., 2007; DiCecco & Gleason, 2002; Hudson et al., 1993; Ives, 2007; Nussbaum & Schraw, 2007; Robinson, Katayama, et al., 2006). Graphic organizers have also been utilized as a component of an instructional strategy to support students as they develop new ideas that contribute to written essays (Lorber, 2004; Unzueta, 2009).

2- Digital Graphic Organizers:

An organizer, in a digital format, that allows users to organize ideas, information, and resources using text boxes, outlines, graphics, audio, and videos (Fuller, 2013). Digital graphic organizer is a support tool for students with emotional disorders, and the use of digital graphic organizers can lead to students with emotional disorders
working independently while grasping content knowledge (Blankenship et al, 2005).

Digital graphic organizers are tools that offer ways for students to represent their thoughts or ideas using different fonts, colors, images, and even audio to consider what a text means or to write their own text (Colwell, 2015). Digital graphic organizers are strategies which help pupils to organize and visualize their ideas and help them to copy and paste from the graphic organizers to another document, (Anderson, 2014). The researcher defines it as a modern strategy that helps pupils engage their knowledge together and to be in touch with new technology.

3- Vocabulary:

Vocabulary is one important component in English learning. Through vocabulary we can improve our language skill because it has important role which can influence the improvement of language skill and other components. As the learners, mastery of vocabulary is needed to communicate with others.(Arif, 2012) stated “vocabulary knowledge is knowledge, the knowledge of a word not only implies a definition, but also implies how that word fits into the world”. (Hiebert and Kamil, 2005) added that vocabulary is not a developmental skill or one that can ever be seen as fully mastered. The expansion and elaboration of vocabularies is something that extends across a lifetime. Throughout the life span, people develop vocabulary effectively and almost effortlessly as long as they see words in meaningful contexts.

The researcher defines vocabulary as the knowledge of a word and lists of words that we can find in our daily life and is used by people to communicate either in verbal or written communication.

4- Motivation:

Motivation is the force which provides the impetus for human behavior, causing individuals to initiate and sustain goal-directed actions (Jenkins & Demaray, 2015). Motivation has been the focus of much research involving many theories and constructs (Wigfield et all., 2009). Motivation is a complex entity that has spawned many theories and models (Chaudhary, 2014; Rizwan et all., 2014).
Studies related to digital graphic organizers with learning vocabulary

There are some researchers that conduct research about strategy, technique and method to teach vocabulary.

The first study was The Influence of Mind-Mapping Strategy on Students’ Vocabulary Mastery, (Quasi Experimental Study of the Fifth Graders of SD Islam Bilingual An-Nissa Semarang in the Academic Year of 2012/2013). The aim of the study is to find out the significance of Mind Mapping strategy to improve students’ vocabulary mastery. This study was conducted by using quasi experimental study with the grade five students as the population. The population consists of two samples; they were class 5B as the experimental group and class 5D as the control group. At the first meeting, the experimental and control group were given a pre-test. In the second to the fourth meetings, the experimental group was taught by using Mind Mapping strategy and the control group was taught by using Making Note strategy. In the last meeting the post-test was given to these classes. The result showed that Mind Mapping strategy made a significant difference in vocabulary achievement to the experimental group that was not taught by using Mind Mapping strategy (Dewi, 2013).

The second study was conducted by using a game, entitled The Use of Scrabble Game to Teach Vocabulary. There were two objectives of this research. Firstly, the writer wanted to find out the result of teaching English Vocabulary by using scrabble game. Secondly, he wanted to find out the effectiveness of using scrabble game to teach vocabulary for the eighth graders of SMPN 1 Ngadirejo in academic year of 2013/2014. He used quasi experimental to achieve his objectives. The result of his research showed that the average score of experimental group was 81.25 and control group was 71.25. It means that the use of scrabble game in teaching and enhancing students’ vocabulary is more effective than the conventional method (Putra, 2014).

The next study was a classroom action research that used pictorial story to improve students’ understanding on vocabulary. There were three cycles in this research. Every cycle consists of four
components; they are planning, acting, observing, and reflecting. In the first cycle, students enjoyed the class but not all the students understood the text and direction. In the second cycle, the average result was better than the first cycle but there were still students who got lower score. And the last cycle, it was better than previous one and students joined the class enthusiastically. It concluded that the implementation of using Pictorial Story to improve students’ understanding on teaching vocabulary could be applied (Firdaus, 2010).

The next researcher was (Webber, 2012) who wrote in journal which was entitled teaching Vocabulary with Hypermedia. The objective of this study was to determine what effects, if any, technology integration has on the vocabulary development of middle students. The researcher identified the weak area of the sixth grade students by planning three integrated instructional activities to teach simile and metaphor and Greek and Latin word roots. The result was the responses for the technology integration activities were favorable and all of the students like using technology to learn and felt that they learn better through the use of technology.

**Instruments of the Study:**

A. An EFL vocabulary pre-post test on the target lessons.

B. A motivation pre-post scale to measure the pupils’ motivation during the study.

**A. The Pre-post EFL Vocabulary Test on the Target Lessons:**

1. **The General Aim of the Test**

   The general aim of the test was to measure the actual level of the experimental group before and after the treatment. As a pre-test, it aimed to determine the level of the group before the study, while as a post-test, it aimed at identifying any possible progress and difference which occurred in the achievement of the group on the consideration that the experimental group members were taught using the Digital graphic organizers Strategy.

2. **Constructing the Pre/Post EFL Vocabulary Test**

   To construct the test, the researcher referred to the directives of the Ministry of Education particularly vocabulary of primary stage
and reviewed literature and related studies regarding vocabulary learning. Vocabulary test consisted of 20 multiple choice questions, 20 odd one out questions and 20 correct questions which cover English grammar items in use as shown in appendix (I).

3- **Validity of the Pre-post EFL Vocabulary Test.**

For estimating the validity of the test, it was submitted to a panel of jurors (N=5), three faculty members in TEFL and two senior supervisors of ELT. There were some recommendations as follows:

1. They recommended modifying the questions; in order to fit the age group of the sixth year primary stage pupils.
2. Some of jury recommended reducing the number of multiple choice questions.
3. Furthermore, one of the jury members recommended choosing the questions items according to the questions types.

The validity of the test was established according to the following criteria:

1. The test items reflect the objectives.
2. The questions suit sixth year primary school pupils' level.
3. There is coherence between the test items and the table of specifications.
4. The layout is acceptable.
5. The time assigned is enough to answer all questions.

4- **Reliability of the pre-post EFL vocabulary test**

Moreover, prior to the main study, a pilot study was conducted, with a group of 30 students from Al-Dawa primary school who were excluded from the sample, to check the reliability of the pre-test and post-tests. In order to prove that the test is reliable, the internal consistency of the test was calculated via Cronbach's Alpha and was 0.87, which indicates that the questions were highly reliable. The correlation coefficients ranged between the score of each question and the total score of the scale from 0.46 to 0.79 which they are all high and function at 0.01.

**B. Test Specifications Table**
1- The Aim of the Test Specification Table:
The researcher designed this table to determine the type of questions and the items which he wanted to measure by these questions as shown in appendix (II).

2- Constructing the Test Specification Table:
To construct the table, the researcher determined the types of questions which he would use in the vocabulary test. He determined the words of the lessons which he tried to measure. He constructed three types of questions as follow:

Types of questions:
1- Choose the correct answer (20) points.
2- Circle the odd one out (20) points.
3- Correct the underlined word (20) points.

3- Validity of the Test Specification Table:
For estimating the validity of the scale, it was submitted to a panel of jurors (N=5), three faculty members in TEFL and two senior supervisors of ELT. The researcher completed the final form of the table after the jurors’ recommendations.

C. The pre-post Motivation Scale

1- The Aim of the Pre-post Motivation Scale:
In its pre- administration, it aimed at ensuring the motivation of the pupils before the experiment. Post engagement scale aimed at measuring 6th year primary pupils' progress on motivation due to digital graphic organizers strategy.

2- Constructing the Pre/ post Motivation Scale
To construct the scale, the researcher reviewed literature and related studies regarding engagement scales. He adopted some of these scales like Dr Andrew Martin’s, Jo Dodds’s, D Matthews’s and Schaufeli’s engagement scales. He developed his own engagement scale by choosing which fit and suitable for this grade. The Engagement scale consisted on 16 questions with five items as shown in appendix (III).

Procedures of teaching the group

1- Teaching the Study Group
The study group was taught by using digital graphic organizers strategy. The pupils studied three weeks. It started from 9/2/2020 to 27/2/2020.

2- Administration of the Post Test
After ending teaching the study group they were applied to the post test of the vocabulary.

3- Administration of the Post Motivation Scale
After ending teaching the study group they were applied to the post scale to find out if there would be any change from the pre scale.

Results and Discussions
1- Result of the First Question:
The first question stated “What is the effect of digital graphic organizers on teaching vocabulary for primary stage pupils?” it was answered in chapter 3 totally.

2- Results of the First Hypothesis:
The first hypothesis stated “There is statistically significant difference between the mean score of the experimental group in the pre post vocabulary test in favor of the posttest”.

T-test for the experimental group was used to measure the differences between the mean scores of the experimental group in the vocabulary test.

Table (1): T-test results that show the differences between mean scores of the study group in the pre-post vocabulary test:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>T-test</th>
<th>Sig. Level</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stu. Pre</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25.80</td>
<td>4.238</td>
<td>4.173</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stu. Post</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30.90</td>
<td>5.182</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 proves that there was a significant difference between the results of the experimental group in the pre vocabulary test and the experimental group in the post vocabulary test as the t value was 4.173, which is statistically significant at 0.01. Therefore, the first study question is answered, concluding that there is a significant difference in learning vocabulary between learners taught with digital graphic
organizers and the same learners before taught with that strategy in favour of the learners taught with digital graphic organizers. Moreover, in order to make sure that the results obtained from the t-tests are reliable and to measure the effect of digital graphic organizers strategy on students’ learning vocabulary, the effect size of this strategy on students’ learning vocabulary was calculated according to the following Formula suggested by (Dunlap, 1994).

\[
d = \frac{2t}{\sqrt{d.f}}
\]

Where \(d\) = the calculated effect size, \(t\) = the estimated t value and \(\sqrt{d.f.}\) = the square root of degrees of freedom. The referential framework for identifying the effect size of t-values is as follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect Size (d-value)</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From 0.2 till less than 0.5</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From 0.5 till less than 0.8</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8 or more</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in table (2), the calculated effect size value of the instructional strategy on students’ learning vocabulary was (0.231). Therefore, it can be inferred that the digital graphic organizers strategy had a large effect on the experimental group pupils’ learning vocabulary performance on the post-test as compared to that of the pre-test.

3- Results of the second hypothesis:

The second question states “There is statistically significant difference between the mean score of the experimental group in the pre-post motivation scale in favor of the post scale”.

To answer this question, the researcher used t-test for the experimental group to measure if there was a difference between the main score of the experimental group in the motivation pre-post scale.
Table (3): Shows results concerning the second hypothesis which addressed the differences between the mean scores of the study group of the pre-post motivation scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>T-test</th>
<th>Sig level</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stu. Pre</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19.30</td>
<td>4.087</td>
<td>5.282</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stu. Post</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24.43</td>
<td>3.411</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (3) presents t-test results of the pupils’ motivation pre- post scale.

The above table shows that the estimated t-value (5.282) was statistically significant at (0.01) level. Thus, it can be safely said that there were statistically significant differences between the mean scores of the pre-post motivation scale in favor of the post scale. In addition, the effect size value (0.324) shown in the above table reveals that teaching by using digital graphic organizers strategy had a large effect on the study group pupils’ motivation on the post-test as compared to the pre scale. So, the second hypothesis was confirmed.

**Conclusion**

The results related to both hypotheses of the study showed that using digital graphic organizers strategy in teaching vocabulary had a positive effect on developing vocabulary learning. The study group in the post vocabulary test and the post scale outperformed the same group in the pre vocabulary test and the pre scale in the whole score. As shown in the tables above that the mean score of the pupils in the post EFL vocabulary test and in the post motivation scale is better than the mean score of the same pupils in the pre EFL vocabulary test and the pre motivation scale. The t-value was statistically significant at (0.01) level in both the post test and the post scale. This means that the teacher used an effective strategy “digital graphic organizers”, which developed the pupils’ ability in learning vocabulary and increased their
motivation during learning. This strategy may help teacher during teaching not only vocabulary but also any other English language skills, which will have its good effect on their pupils.

**Recommendations**

Based on the results of the current study, the following recommendations were offered:

1. The study reached to the positive strategy “digital graphic organizers” facilitating the teaching of English language vocabulary for primary sixth grade pupils.
2. Encouraging English supervisors and teachers for using the current strategy in teaching that make pupils sharing and activating their thinking and abilities. Helping pupils pay their attentions with teachers because the teaching of new strategy as digital graphic organizers is very interesting.
3. Training English teachers for using digital graphic organizers in their teaching. Making teachers, use new methods, which reduce teacher’s efforts, make them guiders for pupils and make pupils participate in class.
4. Adapting digital graphic organizers in teaching vocabulary in all educational stages.

**Suggestions for Further Studies**

In light of the present study results, more studies can be suggested in the area of using digital graphic organizers strategy in teaching English as a foreign language:

1. Conducting a study to investigate the effect of using digital graphic organizers strategy on developing Pupils' engagement during learning English language.
2. Conducting a study to investigate the effect using digital graphic organizers strategy on developing productive skills (speaking and writing).
3. Conducting a study to investigate the effect of diagrams on developing pupils’ fluency.
4. Conducting a study to investigate the effect of stories / songs on developing primary stage pupils' language skills.
5- Conducting a study using digital graphic organizers strategy to develop the speaking skills.
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الملخص

تهدف الدراسة الحاليه إلى معرفة أثر استخدام منظمات الرسوم البيانية الرقمية في تعليم المفردات للمرحلة الابتدائية واثراء على دوافعهم. أعتمدت الدراسة على النهج الشبه تجريبي، واشتملت أيضاً على متغير مستقل والذي كان منظمات الرسوم البيانية الرقمية ومتغيرين تابعين وهم تطوير مفردات اللغة الإنجليزية كلهجة انجليزية وتطوير دوافع المتعلمين لها. نكانت عينة الدراسة من مجموعة من 30 تلميذاً من طلاب المرحلة الابتدائية الصف السادس الابتدائي. وقد قام الباحث بالتدريس بالتمرين باستخدام منظمات الرسوم البيانية الرقمية. واستخدمت الادوات التالية لتحقيق من أسبلة الدراسة: اختبار تشخيصي لقياس مستوى تعلم الطلاب لمفردات اللغة الإنجليزية، اختبار قبلي بعدي في مفردات اللغة الإنجليزية ومقياس الدافعية، واستخدم اختبار t لتحديد الفروق الإحصائية لمنتصف الدرجة لمجموعة قبل وبعد التجربة. تشير الدراسة الحاليه إلى أن الآثار الإيجابية لاستخدام منظمات الرسوم البيانية الرقمية على تطوير مفردات اللغة الإنجليزية لدي طالب المرحلة الابتدائية الصف السادس الابتدائي. وتطور دافعيةهم. تم تقديم النتائج التالية: توصلت الدراسة إلى الطريقة الإيجابية لتعليم مفردات اللغة الإنجليزية، وهي "منظمو الرسوم البيانية الرقمية". فهي تيسر تدريس المفردات للطلاب، ويство مشرف ومعلم اللغة الإنجليزية على استخدام الاستراتيجية الحالية في التدريس التي تجعل التلاميذ يشاركون وينشطون وتحكمهم وبدورهم. كما أنها تساعد على جذب انتباه الطلاب مع معلميهم وذلك لأن التدريس باستخدام استراتيجيات جديدة كمنظمات الرسوم البيانية الرقمية يكون شيفاً، كما أنه يمرن لعلماء اللغة الإنجليزية علي استخدام منظمات الرسوم البيانية الرقمية في تدريسهم. مما يجعل المعلمين يستخدمون طرق تدريس حديثة والتي تقلل من جهد المعلمين، ويجعلهم موجهين ومتشكرين لطلابهم، وتجعل
الطلاب متفاعلين ومشاركين داخل الفصل ويعزز استخدام منظمات الرسوم البيانية الرقمية في تدريس كل الوحدات في جميع المراحل التعليمية.
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